
Staged Photos Pouring Out of Gaza

Written by Little Green Footballs

  

We should not forget that every television image and every news photograph coming out of
Gaza right now is filtered through Hamas. The photographers filing pictures for Reuters,
Associated Press, and Agence France Presse are all Palestinians, and all propagandists for
Hamas—or they wouldn’t be allowed to take pictures in Gaza.

  

  

With that in mind, here’s yet another example of news photographs staged for propaganda
purposes by terrorists and their allies: CAMERA Snapshots: Green Helmet’s Successor?

  

  

UPDATE at 1/5/09 11:06:16 am:

  

  

January 05, 2009

  

  

Green Helmet's Successor?
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We all recall the Green Helmet fauxtography brought to us thanks to Reuters during the second
Lebanon War. Now, as the ground operation of Cast Lead in the Gaza Strip is in full swing,
meet Green Helmet's potential successor at the Shifa Hospital -- Brown Jacket.

  

  

  

Exhibit A
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      Exhibit A is a Reuters photo by Mohammed Salem from yesterday (Jan. 4), captioned:    A wounded Palestinian is brought into a hospital in Gaza January 4, 2009. Israeli sheels killedat least five Palestinian civilians and wounded 40 others when they exploded in Gaza City'smain shopping area, medics and witnesses said.    Note the injured man's brown jacket, black short-cropped hair, black shirt, black jeans, leanbuild. Said to be injured, he appears to be dependent on the supporting medic as he is broughtinto the hospital.      Exhibit B    
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    Exhibit B is also a Reuters photo by Mohammed Salem from the very same day. The Reuterscaption is:    Palestinians react beside bodies in al-Shifa hospital in Gaza January 4, 2009. Israeli shellskilled at least five Palestinian civilians and wounded 40 others when they exploded in GazaCity's main shopping area, medics and witnesses said.    Note the man squatting on the right. Note the brown jacket, black short-cropped hair, black shirt,black jeans, lean build. Note that there is no sign of injury and no sign of a supporting medic.What do you think? Is it the same man?    Given reports that Hamas members are hiding out in mosques and hospitals disguised asdoctors and nurses, the potential for staging photographs does not surprise.    Denying allegations that Hamas members were hiding out in his hospital, the director of Shifastated indignantly:    But to say that they're hiding here? Media teams and Red Cross representatives freely walkaround here. If there were activists here, they would have photographed them by now.    Indeed, they very well may have.    ---------------------------------------------    Israellycool  has another example: the same injured child being paraded around by twodifferent men.    Here are the two images at Daylife.com:    ---------------------------------------------    A Palestinian father carries his wounded baby daughter into a hospital in Gaza City...    Photo from Getty Images by AFP/Getty Images    
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http://www.israellycool.com/
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      4 days ago:A Palestinian father carries his wounded baby daughter into a hospital in Gaza City on January4, 2009 as Israeli troops continue its ground assault in Gaza. The half dozen hospitals in Gazacannot cope with more patients and casualties are overflowing out of regular wards intocorridors as Israeli troops push deep into Gaza. At least 40 people have been killed since Israellaunched the night-time offensive yesterday after eight days of air strikes in which at least 485Palestinians died and more than 2,400 were wounded, Gaza medics said.                            A Palestinian carries a child into the Shifa hospital in Gaza City...  Photo from AP Photo by ASHRAF AMRA    
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    3 days ago: A Palestinian carries a child into the Shifa hospital in Gaza City, wounded during the Israeliarmy operation in Gaza, Sunday Jan. 4, 2009. Israeli ground troops and tanks cut swathsthrough the Gaza Strip Sunday, bisecting the coastal territory and surrounding its biggest city asthe new phase of a devastating offensive against the Hamas group gained momentum.                                      Little Green FootballsJanuary, 2009            http://zonezero.com/magazine/articles/gaza/index.php      
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